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EXPANSION: Our New India Centre
We’re Growing. We are pleased to expand our latest delivery base addition
amongst multiple delivery centres spread across India to serve our client
requirements in full force & action.

Despite the global pandemic crisis we are expanding & attaining clients
significantly. The USP we bring to our clients and the passion with which we
service them has made this possible

New client Acquisition: We are in process of onboarding new clients to
help them achieve their business objectives.
We have been chosen as the preferred talent outsourcing
partner for a leading global IT services organisation as part of
their Central Europe expansion strategy.
One of our wins is with the largest generic drug company of the
world, thwarting many large competitors. We cracked this deal
with a global Healthcare & Pharmaceutical organization and we
are going to help them with talent solutions for their missioncritical technology and health care projects field.

During this difficult pandemic situation, iXceed Solutions came forward to
support all the countrymen & ones in need by lending helping hands to JCI Kota
Hospital, Rajasthan, India. Doing our bit in this time of crisis to support and
assist in every possible way.

iXceed Solutions works across the Technology, IT Consulting,
Engineering, Financial Services, Pharmaceutical , healthcare and Retail
industries, to name a few . Our team is specialized in their niche and
have extensive experience in their industry.
We aim to create long-lasting partnerships with our clients, across the
globe.

Read our Case Studies Here

See , what our successfully placed candidates , have to say about their
experience with us .

Shawn Nash
Transition
Manager
London, UK

Karthikeyan Gandhi
Network Security
Engineer
Sodertalje, Sweden

Nghi Pham Huu
Digital Marketing
Manager
Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
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LATEST TRENDING

There are various Jobs that exist presently which we never heard of a decade
ago & as per one estimate, 65% of children entering primary school today will
ultimately end up working in completely new job types that aren’t on our radar
yet.
Have a look to the selection of 10 occupations that weren’t around before...

More states move to cut extra jobless benefits amid
concerns they are dissuading people from work
Governors in Missouri and Tennessee announced they will join five
other Republican-led states to end federally funded pandemic jobless
benefits, Reuters reported. The concern is the extra $300 per week
benefit is dissuading people from taking jobs. Other states terminating
benefits include Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, Montana and South
Carolina.
Remote working shown to be making more inclusive work
experiences
New research shows a correlation between companies which are
remote-work friendly and open, inclusive company cultures.
Data from Glint has shown that companies which promote remote
working are also being linked to creating more inclusive work
environments.
Research: 40% of employees will work from home by 2025
TCS surveyed nearly 300 senior executives across sectors in Asia,
Europe and North America, two-thirds of whom came from

businesses with $5 billion plus in revenues. The main aim of the study
was to gauge how the corporate world is reacting to the pandemic
and all its repercussions.
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